Maximizing The Limitless Favor Of God
Part 2
2 Peter 1:2
Objective
This is an extensive study on the favor of God to build you up in faith to experience the
limitless favor of God on your life. Further, this teaching is designed to help you maximize
and manage the measure of favor presently on your life to position you for a greater measure
of favor.
Subtitle
The Supernatural Potential Of Limitless Favor
Introduction
Our study will explore the awesome potential of the limitless favor of God at work in the
lives of the saints. This lesson is to put us in the faith state of mind to actually experience the
supernatural power of the Favor of God. Since “Favor” is the ordained plan of God for the
righteous, and experiencing it is a matter of faith, establishing the proper desire is extremely
important. Heb. 11:1 For every word from God there will be varying degrees of
manifestations, some walk in a 30 fold measure, some a 60 fold measure, and some an 100
fold measure. The determining factor is the level of developed faith in the particular Word of
God!
I.
The Supernatural Produced By Limitless Favor
*Def. The supernatural refers to the extraordinary miraculous interventions of God through
impact of His direct power or the influence of disciplined principles, though these
interventions and influences are not always spectacular they are supernatural because of their
divine origin.
A. The Scriptural Profiles Of Divine Favor I Pet. 4:10
1. Promotion Potential of Favor – Joseph’s Story (Judah, Potiphar, Pharaoh)
2. Protection Potential of Favor – Moses’ Story (Ex. 2:1-9 Pharaoh’s daughter)
3. Preservation Potential of Favor – Jeremiah’s Story, Esther’s Story – King
4. Provisions Potential of Favor – Peter’s Story Luke 5:1 Nehemiah’s story

B. The Sovereign Provisions Of Divine Favor – Advantages in Life Favor Produces!
*The absence of an anchoring revelation on “divine favor” causes Believers to resign from
the call of greatness and destiny to hide behind an excuse thus forfeiting divine favor!
1. Promotions and Increase Gen. 39:21
2. Property Increase Deut. 33:23
3. Prosperity In Conflict Jos. 11:20, Ps. 44:3
4. Prominence and Popularity Ex. 11:3, I Sam. 16:22
5. Preferential Treatment in Life Ruth 2:14-16
6. Petitions Granted from Hostile Authorities Est. 5:8, Ex. 3:21
7. Policies Reversed Est. 8:5
II.
The Scriptural Pathway To Limitless Favor
*God wants to be involved in your life! His involvement is a matter of your choosing the path
and process that releases the favor into your life. Choices are the results of an evaluation of
options against an acceptable trusted standard! Choosing a clear Scriptural path to acquire
the favor of God is a wise choice!
A. The Spiritual Focus Required 1 Cor. 2:14, Rom. 12:1-2, 2 Cor. 10:3-4
*You can choose to live by design or to live by default. The choice of the natural or the
supernatural is in your hand… We are instructed to live this Kingdom life through spiritual
means and not through carnal means. It requires a tenacious spiritual focus because satan
wants to steal your spiritual heritage from you!
1. The Spiritual Focus requires An Understanding of God’s Word II Tim. 3:16
2. The Spiritual Focus requires an Unyielding passion Matt. 13:19
B. The Scope of Focus To Receive Matt 9:29 (Your Effort Determines Your Results)
1. The Accessing of Sovereign Favor By Our Faithfulness
a. Receiving Through Faithfulness In Kingdom Purity Ps. 5:12, Prov. 14:9
b. Receiving Through Faithfulness In Kingdom Projects Eph. 6:8, Job 42:1011
2. The Accessing of Sovereign Favor by Our Finances 2Cor. 9:8
a. Receiving Through Kingdom Financial Planting Job 22:28
b. Receiving Through Kingdom Financial Partnership Phil. 1:7
3. The Accessing of Sovereign Favor by Our Faith Gal. 3:13-14, Mark 11:22-25
a. Receiving Through Faith in Your Kingdom Position Eph. 4:7
b. Receiving Through Faith in Your Kingdom Petitions Heb. 4:19
c. Receiving Through Faith in Your Kingdom Professions Heb. 10:23

Conclusion
Father in the Name of Jesus I thank You that the set time for favor on my life is now, I
choose to walk in the favor of God in every area of my life. I am the righteousness of God
because of what Jesus did for me on Calvary. Therefore, favor surrounds me as a shield. I
thank You Father for favor causing promotion and increase. Because of divine favor I am
increasing in real estate, both land and houses. Father I thank You that because of the
supernatural favor on my life I am delivered out of conflict and disputes. Because You raise
up my help, controversial matters designed to harm me are cancelled in Jesus name. Favor
brings prominence and preferential treatment to me as others go out of their way to help me.
Doors are opening for me according to divine favor for which I don’t have natural
credentials. You cause others to go out of their way to cater to me. Thank You Father that
favor causes petitions and policies that would restrict my prosperity to be overturned causing
me and my family to be blessed. I understand it is through Praise that I accelerate the favor of
God in my life, so I honor You oh God. I worship You Father. I praise You, for You alone
are worthy of praise, honor and glory. Thank You Father there is none like You. As Your
child I have a right to come boldly before Your throne of Grace and find mercy and grace
(favor) just When I Need It. In Jesus name, I thank You Father for the Supernatural Favor on
my life, NOW in Jesus name.
Discussion Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why is experiencing the supernatural favor of God important to you?
How is favor connected to promotion, protection, preservation, and provisions?
What are you doing to anchor yourself in the revelation on “divine favor”?
How do we move from the entitlement of limitless favor to the possession of
limitless favor?
5. What are some various ways through which we can access and receive Sovereign
Favor?

